
Live Capture Snap Traps for Birds
Available in 17”, 24” and 36” square sizes, these snap traps are designed for the live and humane

capture of nuisance birds. The bird triggers the trap by depressing the feed pan which in turn sends

the spring loaded bar (that has the capture netting attached) up and over the bird, quickly and

securely enclosing it in the netting. Use the trap size that best matches your needs.

Item# SWST17 - 17” x 17” Snap Trap

Item# SWST24 - 24” x 24” Snap Trap

Item# SWST36 - 36” x 36" Snap Trap

Live Capture Snap Traps for birds

can be placed on all types of flat

surfaces. Place them on ledges, AC

units, roofs or simply on the

ground. You may need to secure the

trap to the surface with ground

stakes or simple ties.

Pre-bait the problem area for

several days. Once birds are

present, set the trap. Apply bait in

and around the bait pan so the

birds walk into the trap. Once

triggered, the capture netting

quickly closes over the birds and

holds them securely.

Use the trap size best suited to bird

species and trap location.

Remove birds immediately. DO

NOT leave birds in traps for long

periods of time. Do not leave the

traps unattended for long periods

of time. It is important to remove

any trapped bird as soon as

possible. We suggest using our

#SW3516S cage trap with Shade

Screen to transport birds to the

release point.
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IMPORTANT NOTE: Having the best trapping equipment does not guarantee trapping success. Bird and

animal trapping can be as much art as it is science and you might not catch anything. Effective trapping takes

careful planning, a knowledge of the target species, the correct bait, trap location and more.
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